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Happy Halloween!
We're back from our annual
Denver buying trip and busy
processing all of our new
inventory so that you can view it
at our 12th Annual Denver Truck
Show. I'll be sending out the
information flyer next week to give
you a sneak peek of what all we
found, so watch for it in your
e-mail. Diversity ran rampant this
year with not only restocking of
our best sellers, but also new
discoveries including LED lit
natural crystal points, shiva shapes and altar bowls in various
new minerals, yoni eggs, large fulgurites, portable Vita Jewel
Water Elixir carriers and gold-coated Kyanite to name a few.
Smokey Quartz seemed to be the stone of the show this year,
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so prepare yourself to see numerous options for purchasing that
haven't been available in the past. All in all, a most productive
trip with almost two times more inventory purchased this year
than last year. Can't wait to see you at the Truck Sale! Be sure
to visit early for first pick of those one-of-a-kind treasures.

What's New?
I n Th e S t o r e

As you can see below, we're starting our busy season so look
for Nature's Treasures at numerous venues around town and
throughout the great state of Texas. We're here to help educate
and provide Mother Nature's beauties for everyone to
experience and enjoy.
Wishing everyone a safe and fun-filled Halloween. Let your alter
ego and personality come through on this "Vegas in a night"
holiday. Be somebody you always wanted to be. Visit that past
life experience and shine on..

Black Tourmaline Spheres
(above) and Shungite
Pyramids (below)

Blessings,
Karen and the staff

Check out these special offers!

Textiles
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A t Th e C o u n t e r

Look for our special email with all the
great new items featured.

Fashion Natural Stone
Necklaces

Pakimer (Herkimers from
Pakistan) Necklaces
Every Tuesday is 2 Stamp Tuesday!
Simply "like" our 2 Stamp Tuesday reminder on Facebook or
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Instagram every Tuesday and show the staff at check-out to
receive 2 stamps instead of 1 for your purchase on that day.

We do believe in fairies! Find
our new Faerie House hidden
within Nature's Treasures and
you will be blessed with special
offers or free gifts! The fairies
move around a lot and collect all
sorts of treasures, so who knows
what you will find and where!?

New Chrysocolla

Calling All Artists!
Smokey Quartz

In the Community Events Center
Thursday. October 19th
7pm-9pm
NT Studio
Cost: $35 at the door
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Rutilated Smokey Points

CrystalsByNature
Invite Nature Into
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A Sound Healing Journey with Laura Tree
and Heather Wolfe
Move into deep mediation through
the rhythmic vibration of drums,
rattles, bells, Tibetan and crystal
bowls. Laura and Heather will open
a Soul circle to pour forth your
personal intentions to be bathed in
this sound journey of new Self
discovery.

Your Home
10 Reasons Why Kyanite is an
Essential Stone for Healing and
Spiritual Growth
by Adrienne Goff
https://crystalsbynature.com
/blogs/news/10-reasonswhy-kyanite-is-an-essentialstone-for-healing-and-spiritualgrowth
Do you ever wish you had a
magic wand? Personally, I'd like
one that can poof away
unpleasant things, such as bills,
anxiety, and cellulite. My ideal
magic wand would also bestow
metaphysical superpowers and
beam me onto friendly starships.
Though I have yet to find a magic
wand like in the storybooks, the
crystal kingdom has a version
that comes close-the Kyanite
wand.

Sunday. October 22nd
1:00pm-2:30pm
NT Studio
Anne Berlin
How to Communicate with the Other Side &
Develop Psychic Activity
$35 each or $60 together
3:00pm-4:00pm
NT Studio
Anne Berlin
2017: Why the Dramatic Increase in Paranormal
Activity
$35 each or $60 together
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Kyanite is a high vibration stone
that has a striated structure,
which means that it has parallel
grooves or recesses down the
length of the stone. These
striations act as amplifying
channels that transmit higher
frequencies of light into the
human auric field. Kyanite literally
acts like a wand that can deliver
refined, spiritual energy for
clearing, healing, balance,
activation, and upgrade. If you
could only have one healing
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crystal in your collection, Kyanite
would be an excellent, versatile
choice. Here are ten reasons
why:
1. Kyanite clears blockages and
corrects misalignments in all
chakras, meridians, and subtle
bodies.
If you want to be healthy, vital,
and spiritually connected, it all
starts with your bio-energetic
system. Blockages in the chakras
and meridians can lead to health
issues and stagnation on all
levels. Luckily, Kyanite is versatile
and can be used over any chakra
or meridian point to clear it.
Kyanite also moves the energy
centers into proper alignment, as
well as the different layers of the
auric field. Working with it can
ensure that your entire energy
system is flowing and functioning
properly.
Would you like to write articles for
our blog? For more info contact:
jeff@cbnrocks.com

Ancestral Clearing Group Intensive
Friday, October 27th 7:00-9:00 pm $45
This work restores well-being by clearing
the imprints and limitation that affect virtually
every area of life. John shares knowledge and
clearings to resolve past experiences from your
life and family lineage to support a life of
infinite possibility. Group and individual
attention will be offered.
RSVP required CLICK HERE to register for this
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Click HERE to Subscribe for
the CrystalsByNature.com
newsletter!

Monthly WINNER!
$25 Giftcard Winner
is:
Blake D.
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event.
Be sure to enter the drawing
next time you're in the store!

October's
Birthstone
Opal & Tourmaline

Coexist Festivals
Sunday, October 29th
10:00am - 5:00pm
NT Auditorium &
New Studio Space Addition!
Classes/talks will be held 12 - 3 pm
Athena Morningstar
coexistfestivalsa@gmail.com
http://allevents.in/austin
/904206233017675

FREE admission
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The opal symbolizes faithfulness
and confidence. The word comes
from the Latin opalus, meaning
"precious jewel". Necklaces with
opals set in them were worn to
repel evil and to protect eyesight.
Opals also represent hope,
creativity and innocence.
Opals strengthen memory, and
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NATURE'S TREASURES
IN THE COMMUNITY

Our first NT Talent Series was a success! Thanks to
everyone who came out to hear Karen's talk on
Crystal Vibrations and How they can Work for You. We
extend a special thank you for those who came
to support Krissy Teegerstrom and Angie Steding
whose artwork will be on exhibition, and for sale, until
December 15th in the NT Studio.

Our resident geology specialist went out to visit the
Meals on Wheels Mike's Place participants and
volunteers this past September 20th. In addition to
having great conversations about rocks and minerals,
they all got to enjoy a performance by a banjo band!

also increase the will to live. This
stone has been used to ease
childbirth and alleviate PMS.
Tourmaline is found in a wide
variety of colors from black to
bluish-black, brown, yellow, blue
to neon blue, lime to dark forest
green, red and reddish purple,
yellow, pink, and colorless.
Tourmaline is the official
birthstone for October as adopted
by the American National
Association of Jewelers in 1912.
It is also the accepted gem for the
8th wedding anniversary.
Fall is the season of colors, so it
is fitting that tourmaline is found
in all colors. According to one
ancient legend, opal contains all
colors because it traveled along a
rainbow and gathered all of the
rainbow's colors.

DAILY IN-STORE
PRACTITIONERS
11:00AM - 6:00PM

October
Sun 1 Susan Starlight
Certified in Reflexology,
Reiki, Angelic Reiki,
Atlantean Healing, Pranic
Healing and the soul
integration technique
Sun 1 Julie Reeves
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Sighted intuitive astrology,
tarot & past life consultation
Mon 2 Eva Lott
Metaphysical minister, reiki
master, stress management

Nature's Treasures had the chance this past
September to participate in not 1 but 2 of Milk &
Honey Spa's Wellness Wednesdays on Sept 6th and
Sept 27th. Self-care is so important, so we are happy
to teach the community how stones can be utilized in
any setting.

School is back in session
and the Geology
Homeschool Group
stopped by on Sept 28th
for a guided tour to learn
about geologic processes
such as the Rock Cycle
and 3 Rock Types!

KLRU (Austin PBS) invited us out to their NEXT Nights
event on Oct 3rd for young professionals. This
month's event is themed around their paranormal
investigation series, Strange Town, and held at The
Clay Pit. Michael and Tami will talk about how stones
can affect the energies and spirits around us plus use
our portable Aura Machine to see if any spirits show
up in participants' auras!

Tue 3 Mia Michel
Intuitive, and healer, Akashic
Records Consultations, Past
Lives and Soul Readings
Wed 4 Laura Tree
Reiki Master Teacher,
Divinely Inspired Intuitive
readings and Sanskrit mantra
therapy), Crystal Consultant,
Atlantean Healing, Diamond
Violet Flame Transmutation
Thu 5 Elaine Ireland
Tarot reading & psychic work
Fri 6 Tara Ventura
Numerology/Tarot;
Clairvoyant Psychic; Intuitive
Counseling; Energy Healing
(chakra)
Sat 7 Anaya Swan
Priestess, artist, musician, a
Reiki master, and a magical
seamstress and healer. Tarot
readings
Sat 7 Sohan Kaur Khalsa
Spiritual support, reiki
healing, angel card reading
Sun 8 Tracy St Croi
Evidential medium, psychic
Sun 8 Stefanie Fix
Tarot card reading & dream
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interpretation
Mon 9 Thumper Donnelly
Medium, clairvoyant psychic,
energy healing, past lives
Tue 10 Kramer Wetzel
Astrology chart & reading,
tarot, good humor

Our Outreach Coordinator will be speaking at the
Pagan Student Alliance on UT Campus on Wednesday,
October 4th. This discussion based event allows the
participants to guide the conversation and have a
hands-on experience with stones and crystals.

Don't forget to come out and see owner, Karen
Richards, and aura reader, Tami Whitehead at the
Metaphysical Fair on October 7th-8th. In addition to
our beautiful crystal booth, Karen will be speaking on
using crystals in every day life at 3:00pm on Saturday.

Wed 11 Adrienne Goff
Author, teacher, healer,
connecting you with your
crystals
Thu 12 Richard Cisneros
Psychic medium
Fri 13 Anne Berlin
Psychic medium,
psychometry, work with
archangels & Ascended
Masters
Sat 14 Sara Hansen
Clairvoyant, life path and
flower readings, sacred
geometry pendants, and
Young Living essential oils
Sat 14 Amber Soberon
Reiki Master
Sun 15 Kathleen Deyo
Intuitive consultant, Palms,
Runes. Hypnotism, Tea Leaf
Reader
Sun 15 Christine Martensen
Crystals knowledge, Reiki,
and empathic connects to
Angels, Guides, Spirit
Animals and Ascended
Masters through clairvoyance
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and clairaudience.
Mon 16 Eva Lott
Metaphysical minister, reiki
master, stress management
Tue 17 Mia Michel
Intuitive, and healer, Akashic
Records Consultations, Past
Lives and Soul Readings
Wed 18 Laura Tree
Reiki Master Teacher,
Divinely Inspired Intuitive
readings and Sanskrit mantra
therapy), Crystal Consultant,
Atlantean Healing, Diamond
Violet Flame Transmutation
Thu 19 Elaine Ireland
Tarot reading & psychic work

The Rainforest Partnership will be celebrating another
year at their annual GALA, "Amazon in Austin" on
October 18th, and Nature's Treasures will be providing
some beautiful stone and mineral decorations to be
seen at the event, as well as, a beautiful set of
ecological and ethically made Butterfly Wing Jewelry
donated for their silent auction.

Fri 20 Tara Ventura
Numerology/Tarot;
Clairvoyant Psychic; Intuitive
Counseling; Energy Healing
(chakra)
Sat 21 Leslie Werling
Psychic medium, tarot card
reading
Sat 21 Denise Nitti
Intuitive Medium, Intuitive
Artist, Intuitive Life Coach,
Energy Worker, Reiki Master
Sun 22 Maria Prinz
Transformational healing
combining aromatherapy
intuitive reading/spiritual
guidance
Sun 22 Michael "Zar"
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Zarchian
Higher Guidance Psychic,
Akashic Library, AngelicAscended Master Readings
Energy healing, Past lives
Mon 23 Thumper Donnelly
Medium, clairvoyant psychic,
energy healing, past lives
Tue 24 Kramer Wetzel
Astrology chart & reading,
tarot, good humor

October 20th is a busy day for Nature's Treasures as
we will be sending our geology specialist out to
Barton Creek Elementary for their S.T.E.A.M. Day
encouraging young ones to pursue a well-rounded set
of interests and studies. We will also be participating
in the Austin Gem and Mineral Society's Annual Gem
Capers Show themed around "Geodes"
October 20th thru 22nd.

We will be wrapping up our October at Fossilmania in
Glen Rose, Texas. Glen Rose hosts this annual fossil
show because of its proximity to Texas' own dinosaur
tracks and coprolite deposits. October 27th-29th.

Wed 25 Terri Davenport
Soul sessions, clairvoyant
and laying on of hands
Thu 26 Richard Cisneros
Psychic medium
Fri 27 Anne Berlin
Psychic medium,
psychometry, work with
archangels & Ascended
Masters
Sat 28 Alyssa Johnson
Angelic readings; spiritual
intuitive; channeler of
Archangel Ariel.
Sat 28 Stefanie Fix
Tarot card reading & dream
interpretation

Keep an eye out for us at The
Guiding Lights Festival and Market
in San Antonio on the 1st Sunday
of every month! We love getting to
participate in this magical, holistic
event!

Sun 29 Sara Hansen
Clairvoyant, life path and
flower readings, sacred
geometry pendants, and
Young Living essential oils
Sun 29 Adrienne deWolfe
Angel harp therapy, psychic
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and Tibetan Reiki master

Looking Ahead

Empath Bootcamp:
Spiritual Survival Course
with Tami Whitehead
November 4th
2pm-4pm
NT Studio
Check our website in
October for cost and
registration info

Mon 30 Kathy Cabarcas
Healing, intuitive life
coaching
Tues 31 Susan Starlight
Certified in Reflexology,
Reiki, Angelic Reiki,
Atlantean Healing, Pranic
Healing and the soul
integration technique
Dedicated Weekday Subs
Monday~ Kathy Cabarcas
Tuesday~ Susan Starlight
Wednesday~ Kathy Cabarcas
Thursday & Friday~ Ricardo
Gonzales

How Do
YOU rock?
Accepting submissions
via social media!
#NTrockNews

Photographed in the Rock Yard

Emily of Photographic
Solutions by E.R. McCall loves
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coming to Nature's Treasures
for unique and interesting
subjects for her photography.
Despite loving to create
dynamic and interesting
representations of rocks and
minerals, Emily's skill set can
be applied to any subject,
whether a clothing line,
personal or pet portrait, home
decor, or fun idea. Check out
her facebook page to view her
stellar portfolio!
We Rock!

Aura, Meridian & Chakra

Photos & Video

Michal will present two workshops and
four talks during her visit.
She will also hold private consultations for
clients to discuss their home and business
needs.
Hire Michal to shift your home or business for
success! Set up your company interior using
Energy Positioning Blueprint™ crystal
placement and color therapy! Book Michal for
private consultations to learn how she can
shift your life and return to Austin just for
you!
Click on our
UPCOMING EVENTS PAGE
FOR MORE DETAILS!

Now Available
DAILY!!!
Walk-ins Welcome!
12:00pm-6:00pm

Introducing Tami
Our Newest Aura Reader
Tuesday & Wednesday

Starting at $15
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In April, 2018 Nature's
Treasures will present a
National Tarot and Oracle
Exposition in our
Community Event Center.
We are currently
interviewing card deck
creators and artists for
booth selections. Contact
Folade, Events Director of
our CEC department at
512.472.5015 ex-111 if you
have an interest in
showcasing your creations.

NATURE'S TREASURES PRESENTS:
AN INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION OF AGATE
Hosted by Nature's Treasures at The Norris Center

Coming to Austin - Summer 2019

PERSONAL
CRYSTAL READINGS
& SHOPPING
SERVICES
What are
your
crystals
telling
you?
Dianna,
Austin's
Crystal
Whisperer
offers her
Personal Crystal Readings to
help you find, understand and
connect with the rocks, minerals
and crystals that are perfect for
you!
Rates start as low as
$15.00 for 10 minutes

Click Here to View
Calendar

Check it out on Facebook!

Meet Our Staff
Hannah "Chicana" Santibanez has
been with the Nature's Treasures
family since February 2017. She
enjoys spending time with her
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Take a
Virtual Tour
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husband, stepdaughters and fur
babies. Apart from crystals, her
passions include modeling and
advocating for victims & survivors of
relationship abuse. Although she was
raised in Georgia, Hannah is fluent in Spanish and a proud
Chicana. You might find her around Austin at a photo-shoot,
getting a new tattoo, or breaking a sweat at Pilates!

Can't get into the store? Want to
take a virtual tour? Google came
out and did a VR of Nature's
Treasures. Check it out here!

The Treasure Tome:
A Trove of Knowledge
Check out the October, 2017 issue of Austin All
Natural magazine for an article written by our
Events Director: Folade Speaks.
Here is an excerpt:
"With energies and ascension symptoms escalating at
quantum speed, people are growing increasingly
empathic and feeling sensitivities they might have been
oblivious to just a year ago. With half a dozen
hurricanes, earthquakes, having survived seven planets
in Mercury Retrograde simultaneously plus two
eclipses, emotional water and erratic air energies are
looming in our atmosphere. It is essential at these times
to activate self-care and guarding techniques. Along
with salt baths, grounding exercises, smudging and
just staying in the house with all the dead bolts locked
and ignoring your phone calls, here are some crystals
that might help release some anxiety and repel
aggressive energy. May the Force be with you and don't
forget to sew these crystals in your Halloween
costume."
Blue Kyanite
"Blue Kyanite is a repellent to energy that is not of the
purest vibration, it won't even soak up negative energy.
Like Scolecite, think of Kyanite as a protective nurturer
to the wearer and a facilitator for group cooperation."
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Just can't stop thinking
about Rocks?

We are currently looking for
motivated individuals skilled in the
following areas:

Customer Support/Sales
This is a part-time position with
full-time potential. The ideal
candidate will answer phones or
chat and assist callers with product
questions, order entry, tracking,
and miscellaneous inquiries, while
exhibiting excellent organizational
and communication skills. Must
exercise mature judgment in
regards to our business priorities,
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Featured in Austin All Natural Magazine. Pick-up your
issue in-store today to read the full article.

Austin Agates Exclusive

team and customer needs. You will
also work with other members of
the team to meet individual and
collective goals. Must have high
attention to detail, punctuality,
reliability, and a strong motivation
for team work and flexibly to shift
between multiple workstations.
For more details on this job,
please email:
jeff@crystalsbynature.com

Nature's Treasures
Inventory
This is a part-time position.
Responsibilities include, but are not
limited to, stocking, organizing, and
cleaning showroom shelves;
helping with daily projects and
merchandising. Must be able to lift
70 lbs unassisted.

Rough nodule of Agua Nueva (above), from this
years Denver show. Polished agate slice
from the same nodule (below).

For more details on this job, please
e-mail:amanda@ntrocks.com

Our Affiliates

A Note on Agates:
Silica is the key component to agate formation since it belongs to
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For a full class calendar, visit
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the quartz family made up of SiO2. Because of their beauty and
durability, agates have been used since the Neolithic as tools,
jewelry, tableware and decor for thousands of years. Although
agate has been used for ages, new world agates have only been
mined recently and many varieties are mined out.

www.CreativeSide.org

Featured Affiliate
The Austin Gem & Mineral Society was established in
the 1950s to provide a place for rock enthusiasts to
collect, trade, craft, and learn more about minerals and
fossils. With field trips and trade shows all around
Central Texas, there is never a shortage of
opportunities to meet this group of rock hounds.

Even if you have not been to the AGMS Clubhouse on
Burnet Ln for one of their 4th Thursday monthly
meetings, we are sure you are familiar with this
Nature's Treasures affiliate and their Annual
Gemstone, Jewelry, Mineral & Fossil Show - GEM
CAPERS! Every October, volunteers come together to
put on this spectacular trade show geared towards
education. Many of our native Austinites have
attended this trade show as part of our elementary
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school field trips, but as adults we still enjoy it!

Contact Information

Phone: 512.472.5015
NTRocks.com
CrystalsByNature.com
Main Store Hours

Sunday - Thursday 10:00am - 7:00pm | Friday & Saturday 10:00am - 8:00pm
Depot Store Hours
Sunday - Thursday 10:00am - 7:00pm | Friday & Saturday 10:00am - 8:00pm

Nature's Treasures, 4103 N Interstate 35, (Between 38 1/2 & Airport), Austin, TX 78722
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